
$3,999,000 - 14820 De La Valle, DEL MAR
MLS® #240006932

$3,999,000
4 Bedroom, 4.00 Bathroom, 3,995 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Polo Estates, DEL MAR, CA

Carefully curated and completely transformed,
this 4 bedroom plus designated office/ 3.5 bath
property is a harmonious blend of chic &
sophisticated finishes with a warmth and
comfort rarely found in a modern home. Upon
entry through a beautiful glass pivot door, the
striking volume of the formal living room and
terraced dining room is evident with two story
concrete beams, black marble flooring, and
beautiful picture windows that flood the rooms
with natural light. The breathtaking gourmet
kitchen is equipped with top-of-the-line
appliances, gorgeous cabinetry, granite
countertops, a giant island and custom granite
fabricated sinks that anchor each side. This
main attraction blends seamlessly with the
open-concept family room boasting one of
many exquisite fireplaces. HUGE sliders lead
to a large, private outdoor terrace which allows
for the perfect San Diego indoor/outdoor
lifestyle. The large primary suite boasts a
double-sided fireplace serving as the focal
point, flawlessly continuing the warmth and
ambiance found throughout the entire home.
Almost every bedroom, as well as a stunning
office w/ fireplace, open to outdoor patios and
the backyard features a completely private
jacuzzi area, and an array of citrus trees and
beautiful plants - all framed by lush landscape
& mature coral trees. This architectural gem is
perfectly nestled on one acre behind the gates
of the exclusive Polo Estates in Del Mar. This
extraordinary & unique location offers views of
the polo fields, borders Rancho Santa Fe and



has close proximity to the best coastal
shopping and restaurants!

Built in 1996

Additional Information

City DEL MAR

County San Diego

Zip 92014

MLS® # 240006932

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 4

Square Ft 3,995

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood DEL MAR (92014)

Garages 3

Listing Details

Provided By: Pacific Sotheby's International Realty
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